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a b s t r a c t

There is considerable evidence that infants can segment speech using syllable co-occur-
rence probabilities; however, relatively less is known about the nature of the representa-
tions formed during this process. The present studies tested the prediction that
statistically segmented items should exhibit a specific property of real words, namely,
these items should have a facilitative effect on infant categorization. During the segmenta-
tion phase, eight-month-old infants listened to a fluent speech stream that contained sta-
tistical word boundary cues. Infants were then tested on their ability to categorize
drawings of an unfamiliar category when category exemplars were paired with either
high-probability or low-probability labels from the segmentation phase. Infants who heard
high-probability labels showed evidence of categorization. In contrast, infants who heard
low-probability labels did not. A follow up experiment revealed that this effect was due
to facilitation for high-probability words rather than inhibition for low-probability items.
These results fit with theoretical accounts that suggest that infants treat statistically seg-
mented units as potential words.

� 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

A critical task that infants face in the first years of life is
to acquire a lexicon. This task is challenging because in-
fants hear relatively few words in isolation (Brent & Sis-
kind, 2001), and because word boundaries in fluent
speech are marked by a combination of imperfect cues
rather than a single infallible cue (Cole & Jakimik, 1980).
Consequently, the question of how infants accomplish
word segmentation has generated a large body of research
(e.g., Jusczyk & Aslin, 1995; Jusczyk, Houston, & Newsome,
1999; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; for a review, see
Jusczyk, 1999). One possibility is that infants rely on a
cross-linguistically consistent characteristic of words,
namely, that syllables that comprise words cluster to-
gether with greater reliability than syllables that occur

incidentally across word boundaries (Harris, 1955; Hayes
& Clark, 1970). Thus, a mechanism that infants may use
to segment their first words from continuous speech is sta-
tistical word segmentation, the process of segmenting
units from speech on the basis of syllable co-occurrence
probabilities.

Statistical learning is a powerful learning mechanism
that is available from birth to adulthood (Graf Estes, Evans,
Alibali, & Saffran, 2007; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996;
Saffran, Newport, Aslin, Tunick, & Barrueco, 1997;
Teinonen, Fellman, Näätänen, Alku, & Huotilainen, 2009).
In statistical word segmentation experiments, learners
require only a brief familiarization with a fluent speech
passage to track syllable patterns that identify words (high
probability clusters) versus across-word sequences (low
probability clusters). Moreover, because this mechanism
does not depend on language-specific knowledge, it may
be of particular use in infants’ initial discovery of word
forms. As such, it may be the case that statistical learning
plays an important role in early lexical acquisition (e.g.,
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Saffran & Thiessen, 2007; Thiessen & Saffran, 2007; Werker
& Curtin, 2005). Consistent with this possibility, statistical
learning appears to be related to various aspects of lexical
development (e.g., Evans, Saffran, & Robe-Torres, 2009;
Romberg & Saffran, 2010).

However, there have been objections to the claim that
statistical learning contributes to language development.
One centers on the fact that most studies of statistical
learning have been conducted in laboratory settings with
artificial stimuli. This has raised questions about whether
the learning processes that are found in the laboratory
are the same as those involved in developing a lexicon in
infants’ natural environments (e.g., Graf Estes, 2012; John-
son & Tyler, 2010). A related objection is that the represen-
tations that emerge from statistical learning are not
linguistic or lexical in nature. For example, Endress and
Mehler (2009) assert that statistical word segmentation
does not result in word-like representations. Rather, they
have proposed that although learners are able to compute
transitional probabilities between syllables, there is no evi-
dence that ‘‘the items with stronger [transitional probabil-
ities] are represented as actual word-like units, or even
that they have been extracted’’ (p. 352). Instead, they have
argued that statistical learning produces chaining memo-
ries that correspond to syllable transitions, but does not re-
sult in the storage of an integrated percept (but see
Perruchet & Poulin-Charronnat, 2012). These issues are
problematic for accounts that propose that infants use sta-
tistical segmentation to discover their first word forms. If
infants do use statistical segmentation for lexical acquisi-
tion, they should treat the output of statistical learning
as potential word forms. The goal of the current research
was to test whether the product of statistical learning
exhibits an established property of real words, which exert
an influence on infant object categorization.

To address questions about the nature of the represen-
tations emerging from statistical learning, researchers
have attempted to determine whether they exhibit the
properties of real words. One approach to this question
has been to assess whether computational models of sta-
tistical learning give rise to representations that are similar
to those thought to exist in the lexicon. For example,
chunking models of statistical learning give rise to the
kinds of unitary representations that are thought to char-
acterize lexical items (e.g., Perruchet & Vinter, 1998; Gir-
oux & Rey, 2009; Orbán, Fiser, Aslin, & Lengyel, 2008;
Thiessen, Kronstein, & Hufnagle, 2013). A complementary
approach to this question is to use behavioral methods to
probe the representations resulting from infant statistical
learning. In one such study, Saffran (2001) tested whether
preferences for statistical nonsense words parsed from flu-
ent speech (e.g., tibudo) differed as a function of the lexical
context. These nonsense words were either embedded into
a highly familiar English sentence frame (e.g., ‘‘I like my ti-
budo’’) or one that was a nonsense sentence matched on
several dimensions (e.g., ‘‘Zy fike ny tibudo’’). Eight-
month-old infants listened longer to sentences that in-
cluded statistically coherent words from the speech stream
than to sentences containing sequences that crossed word
boundaries. However, this preference only held when the
words were presented in the context of a real English

sentence. There was no difference in listening times for in-
fants who were exposed to nonsense word frames, which
indicates that they only treated these items differently in
meaningful linguistic contexts.

Graf Estes et al. (2007) used a word learning paradigm
to investigate whether the process of statistically segment-
ing words from fluent speech is related to the process of
mapping meanings to labels. The authors found that 17-
month-old infants were able to map labels to objects when
those labels comprised syllable sequences with high inter-
nal probabilities, based on prior statistical segmentation
experience. In contrast, infants did not learn the mapping
when the labels comprised familiar sequences with low
internal probabilities. This indicates that the process of
segmenting words from fluent speech is intimately linked
to word learning. Because infants had already segmented
these labels and stored them in memory, cognitive re-
sources that might otherwise have been devoted to learn-
ing the word form were free to learn the mapping between
the label and its referent. Taken together, Saffran (2001)
and Graf Estes et al.’s (2007) studies suggest that infants
treat high probability items, and thus the output of statis-
tical learning, as possible native language words rather
than merely sound sequences with high internal probabil-
ities but no linguistic relevance.

We hypothesized that if the output of statistical learn-
ing is indeed word-like, it should exhibit additional prop-
erties of real words. One such property relates to the
relationship between linguistic labels and infant categori-
zation. A body of research has explored the effects of lin-
guistic and nonlinguistic labels on infant object
categorization (e.g., Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Ferry, Hes-
pos, & Waxman, 2010; Fulkerson & Haaf, 2003; Namy &
Waxman, 1998). In this literature, infants are familiarized
with exemplars of novel object categories (e.g., rabbits)
paired with a consistent label (e.g., ‘‘A toma’’ or ‘‘Look at
the toma’’). They are subsequently tested on their knowl-
edge of the category as a whole as indexed by their ability
to discriminate a novel exemplar of the familiar category
(i.e., a rabbit) from a novel exemplar of a new category
(e.g., a pig). Research using this procedure has found that
the types of symbols that are conducive to category forma-
tion tend to be symbols that are used to refer to objects in
infants’ real environments (Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Fer-
ry et al., 2010; Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007; Namy & Wax-
man, 1998; Woodward & Hoyne, 1999). For example,
infants readily form an object category (e.g., dinosaurs)
when exemplars of that category are consistently accom-
panied by a linguistic label; when the exemplars are
accompanied by tones they do not exhibit categorization
(e.g., Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Ferry et al., 2010; Fulker-
son & Waxman, 2007).

The relationship between label identity and categoriza-
tion performance is not static over development. Instead,
the range of signals that permit categorization appears to
begin relatively broadly and to narrow over the course of
development, as infants become attuned to their native
language. A recent study demonstrated that 3- to
4-month-old infants categorize in the presence of nonhu-
man primate vocalizations (Ferry, Hespos, & Waxman,
2013), similar to their performance with linguistic naming
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